Hetero-association of anticancer antibiotics in aqueous solution: NMR and molecular mechanics analysis.
In order to investigate the effect on combinations of aromatic antibiotics used in chemotherapy, the hetero-association of the antitumour antibiotics actinomycin D (AMD) with daunomycin (DAU) or novatrone (NOV) has been studied by the methods of 1D- and 2D 500 MHz 1H-NMR spectroscopy and molecular mechanics calculations. The experimental concentration and temperature dependences of the proton chemical shifts of mixtures of the aromatic drugs have been analyzed in terms of a modified statistical-thermodynamical model of hetero-association to give the equilibrium reaction constants, the thermodynamical parameters (deltaH, deltaS) of hetero-association of AMD with DAU or NOV and the limiting values of proton chemical shifts of the molecules in the hetero-complexes. The most favorable averaged structures of the 1:1 DAU-AMD and NOV-AMD hetero-association complexes have been determined using both the limiting values of proton chemical shifts of the molecules and molecular mechanics methods (X-PLOR software). The results show that intermolecular complexes between DAU-AMD and NOV-AMD are mainly stabilized by stacking interactions of the aromatic chromophores, although the DAU-AMD hetero-complex has additional stabilization, which may be explained by an intermolecular hydrogen bond between a carbonyl group of ring C of DAU and the NH group of D-Val of the pentapeptide side chain ring of AMD. The relative content of each type of molecular complex in the mixed solution has been calculated at different values of the ratio (r) of the initial concentrations of DAU and AMD. It is found that the contributions of hetero-complexes to the general equilibrium in solution are predominant at quite different values of r, viz. at r>12 for AMD with NOV and at r>2 for AMD with DAU, compared to r>0.3 for the DAU-NOV system observed previously. It is concluded that anticancer drugs have quite different affinities for formation of hetero-complexes with other aromatic antibiotics in aqueous solution, which may need to be taken into consideration for their use in combination chemotherapy.